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DPA is  making a transparent move with research. Image courtesy of DPA

 
By SARAH JONES

NEW YORK The Diamond Producers Association is working to build an emotional story around diamonds by
leveraging the stone's history and place in culture.

During a keynote at Initiatives in Art and Culture's Fashion and Design Conference on Nov. 15, an executive from the
organization explained how he views diamonds as a type of art, since art is  all about light and proportion. Through
its marketing campaigns, the DPA has sought to enlighten consumers on diamonds' 3 billion year timeline and the
rarity of finding these stones.

"Billions of years old, diamonds are the oldest objects that most of us will ever touch, let alone own," said Grant
Mobley, trade lead at the Diamond Producers Association.

"Just like fine art, a diamond is timeless and enduring," he said. "The beauty of a diamond can transcend
generations, becoming part of the wearer's own story and family history when passed down as a cherished
heirloom."

Diamond discovery
According to Mr. Mobley, diamonds are a "rare beauty." The stones were formed billions of years ago under the
earth's surface, and might not have been discovered if it were not for volcanoes that pushed them closer to the
surface.

All of the diamonds that are one carat or larger that are mined in a year could fit into an exercise ball.

Increasing the rarity of diamond jewelry, only about 30 percent of stones are deemed gem quality. The remaining 70
percent are used for industrial purposes.

There has also been no major deposit discoveries in recent history, with many of the mines going back decades.

No two diamonds are identical, with many featuring imperfections, or inclusions. These are typically caused by
another material that was embedded in the stone besides carbon.
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De Beers' mining site in Canada. Image credit: De Beers

Since natural diamonds are all different, Mr. Mobley compares them to people.

Diamonds are also intrinsically connected to the human body, since the first person wore the stone centuries ago.

Early after their discovery, no one could figure out how to cut diamonds, since they are such a strong material. The
name diamond actually comes from the Greek word "adamas," which means unbreakable.

Diamonds have also had symbolic significance. Beyond engagement rings, diamonds are the birthstone of April,
and people used to believe that the stones had healing properties.

DPA recently touted the lengthy process behind natural diamonds in the latest chapter of its  "Real is Rare, Real is a
Diamond" campaign aimed at a millennial audience.

Launched Oct. 7, "The Diamond Journey" chronicles the roles that diamonds have played throughout human history,
as a sign of affection or an heirloom. An alliance between the leading mining companies, DPA has been working to
promote and differentiate natural stones from lab-grown diamonds through storytelling (see story).

DPA's "The Diamond Journey"

Mined versus manmade
Colored diamonds are even rarer than white diamonds, representing about 0.4 percent of all graded diamonds. Blue
diamonds, which seem to come from deeper below the surface due to the presence of boron, are only 0.1 percent of
colored diamonds.

According to the Natural Color Diamond Association, there are 100 Picasso paintings on the market for every natural
blue diamond.

While record-setting diamond sales dominated the headlines in 2017, it is  colored gemstones' huge projected
growth that will be of special interest to investors.

Researchers at Fura Gems estimated that the global market for gems could reach $10 billion in the next decade,
while the Pink Star diamond was sold in 2017 for $71 million, setting a record for the most expensive jewel ever
purchased. These data points show that not only are the markets for gems and colored diamonds healthy, they are
also prime for wealthy investors to pour their money into (see story).

De Beers' lab-grown brand Lightbox has made colored diamonds much more accessible, retailing pink and blue
stones along with white manufactured diamonds.

Synthetic stones are gaining prominence, but the DPA has sought to separate natural stones from their lab-grown
counterparts.

As natural diamonds face a threat from lab-grown stones, a recent report from DPA points out that the manufacturing
process for created diamonds emits three times the amount of greenhouse gas than mined diamonds.

DPA tapped Trucost to conduct an independent study that looks at the socio-economic and environmental impact of
diamond production, which is accessible to consumers via a dedicated Instagram account and Web site. The trade
organization's Total Clarity Report values DPA's net impact as $16 billion, an amount that reflects the employment,
community and ecological benefits of mining (see story).

Aside from the production process, Mr. Mobley noted that what separates mined diamonds from their lab-grown
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counterparts is their imperfections.

"In a world full of synthetic beauty and virtual filters, Photoshop and unrealistic expectations saturating social
media, research shows that people are missing what is authentic and natural in the world," Mr. Mobley said. "As
Dolly Parton once said, 'It's  hard to be a diamond in a rhinestone world.'

"Ever since lab-created diamondsmade their debut into the gem market, the gem world has become at risk of
looking a little more like your Instagram feed may, with synthetics popping up everywhere," he said.
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